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Orchestra
 

By: Helen
 

 

 
 

In Orchestra, we recently finished our 
Winter concert! For the winter concert, we played 
holiday pieces such as Jingle Bells, Hiawatha, 
Sivivon Sov Sov Sov, and Countdown to 
Christmas. Along with that, Group 9 played The 
Hall of the Mountain King. Sivivon Sov Sov Sov 
and Hiawatha are fast paced songs with a fun 
melody. Countdown to Christmas features many 
Christmas songs, in between each song there is 
Big Ben’s bell tune. If you missed the winter 
concert, make sure not to skip the spring concert! 
Tune in to see what we will spend the next 4 
months preparing! 

 
  SONGS: 

● Hall of the Mountain King 
● Hiawatha 
● Countdown to Christmas 
● Jingle Bells 

 
 

 

New Manchester United 
Manager 

 
By: Mason Pust and Andrew 

Soloviev 
 

           Recently in England, the team 
Manchester United, competing in the Premier 
League (Specifically, players Marcus Rashford 
and Paul Pogba) have improved after getting a 
new manager named Ole Gunnar Solskjaer, a 
former player. Previously, Manchester United’s 
manager was Jose Mourinho, and the team was 
seemed to be playing worse than before. Marcus 
Rashford has become calmer in front of goal by 
being more decisive, and Pogba is more 
energetic when he has the ball. When he loses 
the ball, his energy  seems to rise and he tries to 
retrieve it. With Marcus Rashford, Solskjaer 
encouraged him to be calmer by the goal and he 
has been scoring more goals. Also, Solskjaer 
insists on a higher work rate pushing players 
closer to their limits. He has told Pogba to play 
more free which lets him show more of his style 
of play. With a new manager, Manchester Utd. 
has been improving wildly. 

 
 
 
 

Social Studies 
 

By: Eve and Helen 
 

In Social Studies, we have been learning        
about the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In         
class, we read a book by Jean Fritz, called         
“Shh...We’re Writing the Constitution!” This helped      
us extend our knowledge into a deeper learning        
experience, and we found out how the Constitution        
helps us in real life experiences. After we finished         
the book, we drew cartoons based on the 9 most          
important events in the process; but we know that         
all events were important. After our comic, we did 2          
other activities using a tic-tac-toe board, such as        
writing a letter to a representative or pretending to         
be in a debate against a representative. We can’t         
wait to learn more about American history and the         
Bill of Rights! 
 

 
 

 
Drama Club 

 
By: Tess, Aubrey, Helen 

 
        This year, Claymont Elementary’s drama 
club is performing the play Aladdin. Drama club 
includes all fourth and fifth graders. If someone 
wanted a certain role in the cast, they had to 
audition. Lead roles include Aladdin, Jasmine, 
the Genie, and Jafar.  This year, Mrs. Rash  only 
accepted 15 people for stage crew and 
costumes, so it is tight! Those who did not get a 
part in the cast were moved to either costumes 
or stage crew.  If you are in cast, make sure to 
look at the cast list to see which role you got!  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cougar Fun Facts
 

        By: Anushree, Jaiden, Ramya 
 

● Cougars are mammals, like humans 
● Cougars live for about 18 years 
● A Cougar is the heaviest mammal in       

America 
● They eat wild deer and small animals 
● Cougars’ enemies are wolves  
● They’re 3.25 to 5.25 feet from their       

head to their body. Their tail is 23.5 to         
33.5 inches 

● They are native to America 
 
 

 

                Teacher Interview 
With Ms. Schaus 

 
By: Aubrey 

 
What is your favorite part about being a         

teacher?  
“My favorite part about being teacher is getting        
to know my students and seeing them grow.” 
Did you ever consider another career? 
“I considered being a child psychologist. I       
changed my mind because I thought that being        
a child psychologist would honestly be too       
sad.” 
What was your favorite subject when you were        
in school? 
“My favorite subjects were reading and writing.” 

 
 

 
 

5th Grade Math Class 
 

By: Sonja, Eve, and Helen 
 

In the 5th grade of Claymont Elementary,        
there are three different math classes. Each       
teacher has her own specialty! They have       
distinct teaching styles, but offer the same       
curriculum. Our teachers choose to go beyond       
the normal 5th grade standard. They teach us        
middle school, and even high school math!       
With middle school standards, they make sure       
that we are prepared for future math classes.        
Keep reading The Claymont Newsflash to find       
out more about what we learn and about our         
amazing teachers! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLp_Hh6DKWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbpcJWeQNcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwjEJ7Ht_2E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PgNPc-iFW8


  

 
 

M^3
 

By: Helen 
 

Along with the standard 5 grade math        
curriculum, we have been doing a workbook,       
called M Cubed. Previously, our classes finished       
the first workbook, The 10th Street Pet       
Sanctuary. Now, we are working on the second        
workbook, Fun at the Carnival. The first book        
helped us polish our skills in multiplying and        
adding fractions. The current workbook teaches      
us ratios and proportions. When we finish our        
current workbook, we wish to continue our set of         
workbooks. 
 
 

Reading
 

By: Sonja and Eve 
 

In Mrs. Yon’s classroom, we are working in         
our inferencing workbooks and completing     
vocabulary development. In our inferencing     
books, we read a paragraph related to a theme,         
and then find evidence to justify our answer for         
the question. In Wordly Wise, we have higher        
level vocabulary words and we have to answer        
questions about the word, and use the words in         
sentences related to a passage. Our classroom       
also participates in Accelerated Reader, also      
known as AR for short. AR is a computer         
program where we read a book, and then take a          
test with questions about events in the story. We         
get points from the test (the more questions you         
get right, the more points you get) and have a          
goal that we need to reach by the end of each           
marking period.  
 
 

 

Mock Trial 
 

By: Helen 
 

This marking period in social studies, we had         
a mock trial. This mock trial helped us develop         
our understanding of real trials, as there were        
realistic roles, including; defendant, judge,     
witness, and more! Everyone dressed up for this        
event, and the judge even had a gavel! The trial          
was student conducted, and the teacher had no        
role. There was a script for each of us to follow,           
besides the jury. The outcome for Mrs. Gulotti’s        
class was not guilty, but Mrs. Yon’s class and         
Mrs. Schaus’s class thought the defendant was       
guilty. In the real outcome in the end, however,         
was not guilty. Despite having the wrong       
outcome, everyone still had fun! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Christian Pulisic Sold to 

Chelsea 
 

  Dayne Murray 
 

In a recent transfer, Christian Pulisic has seen a          
move to Chelsea starting next season, due to him         
being loaned back out to Borussia Dortmund for        
the rest of the season, being part of the transfer          
deal. Christian Pulisic is an amazing winger and        
plays for the United States national team. Rumored        
to be around a 73 million pound transfer, it left fans           
of Borussia Dortmund & Chelsea shocked. This is        
a sure replacement for Eden Hazard, who is eyeing         
a move to Spain in the form of Real Madrid. Fans           
have speculated that Eden Hazard will leave in the         
coming 2019 Summer Transfer Window. Nothing      
has been confirmed currently. Christian Pulisic      
publicly told the press about his desire to leave         
Dortmund, due to not getting enough play time        
which does not benefit his future career. He will         
arrive at Chelsea around July.  

 
 

 
 

Junior Achievement (JA) 
 

By: Helen 
 

This marking period, we have an exciting field         
trip coming up, called JA Biztown! But don’t get too          
ahead. We first need to prepare ourselves for the         
field trip. During this month, we will be learning         
about economics. We are first starting with       
banking. Every day, we will save or spend money,         
and record each transaction. When we spend or        
save, we will fill out a realistic deposit ticket and          
even personal checks! After learning all the       
necessary skills for JA, we will be assigned jobs to          
do at Biztown. There are many different jobs, such         
as a bank teller, a CEO and CFO, and managers.          
Each salary differs depending on the job. After we         
work our shift, we can spend our money on little          
trinkets we like. And these toys are ours to keep!          
But, we are mostly here for the experience, not for          
the toys.  

 
 

 

Astronomy 
 

By: Zachary 
 

This marking period we have started to work on          
Astronomy! So far we are working on shadows        
outside by using plungers as sundials, and       
measuring how shadows move throughout the      
course of the day. Mrs. Gulloti’s and Ms. Schaus’s         
classes started a research project on a astronomy        
topic of your choice, and Mrs. Yon’s class has to          
research an astronomer or astrophysicist. For this       
you get to use a variety of books and helpful          
websites to write a research paper. We have are         
also doing many investigations on how the sun's        
light hits the earth. These investigations include       
one person holding up a globe and another shining         
a flashlight on the globe to show how sunlight         
spreads on the surface on the earth. We learn         
what parts of earth get direct and indirect sunlight         
at different times of the year. Those are the         
activities we are doing now in science. 

Writing 
 

By: Tess and Helen 
 

Along with that, Mrs. Gulotti’s class is        
focusing on writing about civil rights. Each       
student is focusing on a specific topic, and        
writing an essay about it. There is a vast         
selection of topics, from Rosa Parks to the Ku         
Klux Klan. In Ms. Schaus’s class, students are        
conducting research on an Astronomy topic. 
We have been focusing our learning direction       
to this one topic. During this process, we are         
making sure to make it as professional as        
possible, and even including a bibliography.      
We are required to have 2 trustworthy websites        
and books, or even more! 
 

 
 

Will Claymont Boys’ 
Basketball Team Go 
Undefeated, Again? 

 
By: Steven and Kyan 

 
         We all remember when the Claymont 
boys’ basketball team went undefeated last 
year and won the championship in the 2017- 
‘18 season. This year may be no different, 
because the way the boys have been playing 
this year, we could probably take anyone! The 
boys have a record of 6 wins and 1 loss.They 
lost their toughest game yet against Carrcroft 
Elementary School, with a sore of  Come out 
and support our boys and girls as the season is 
near the end. basketball teams. After that, it is 
the playoffs. Will they win the championship 
again? Stay tuned folks and go boys!

 
Basketball Results! 

 
By: Helen 

 
     The results for the basketball games are in! 
Even though the boys’  were defeated, we are 
proud of our teams for trying their best. The 
boys have been on a streak, but have been 
sadly defeated by Carrcroft. Despite this, the 
boys made the playoffs but sadly the girls did 
not. These are not our the boys’ last games, so 
make sure to tune in to see what we have! 
 

 

 Art 
 

By: Helen 
 

     During art in Mrs. Dooley’s class, we are 
making traditional tree bark art. This is a type 
of fold art, and we are using brown paper, and 
tearing the sides to make it seem like real bark. 
Then, we are using acrylic paint, making sure it 
looks opaque, just like the real thing! In this 
project, we are required to have one nature 
related object, like a rooster or sun, and a nice 
border. We are free to draw whatever we want, 
so make sure to ask your child about their 
project! Along with this, Mrs. Console’s class is 
drawing landscapes, just like the basics. 
 
 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Pulisic
https://www.chelseafc.com/
https://www.bvb.de/eng
https://www.ussoccer.com/mens-national-team#tab-1
https://www.ussoccer.com/mens-national-team#tab-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eden_Hazard
https://www.realmadrid.com/en
https://www.realmadrid.com/en
https://www.wikipedia.org/
https://www.wikipedia.org/


  

Math Olympiad 
_____________________________ 

By: Anthony 
_____________________________ 

Mrs. Yon is running an after school club         
called Math Olympiad. Math Olympiad is kind of        
like a mixture of math and logic poured on to a           
piece of paper. In Math Olympiad, you have 30         
minutes to complete 5 partially hard math       
equations. After all of the competitions, Mrs. Yon        
will count your total score. The group practices        
every Tuesday during lunch with a 10 question,        
double sided papers and have competitions      
some Wednesdays after school. 

 

 
“The Little Pats” 

 
    By: Arya and Kellyn

 
Mentoring is a hard job to most people, but helps          
a lot. At Claymont Elementary, we have two adult         
helpers. Mrs. Gulotti, teacher of 25 students at        
Claymont. As well, Mrs. Pat, a mentor herself at         
Claymont. Mrs. Pat mentioned that all of her        
years doing this program, it went successfully.       
Mrs. Gulotti informed that this was her second        
year working with the “Big Cougar, Little Cougar”        
group and she claimed that she saw such a         
difference. Let’s get to the mentors. The mentors        
love their job as guides for younger students. The         
“Big Cougar, Little Cougar” program has inspired       
many fifth graders to be themselves and work        
hard. The five mentors, Michael, Erin, Kellyn, JJ        
and Arya, have very sophisticated opinions about       
the mentoring program. 10 year old, Michael       
Sheehan calls this mentoring experience “very      
good”. Sheehan later noted, “Helping younger      
students make me feel joy.” This next team of         
mentors have had a spectacular time mentoring       
their little buddy. Erin Maxwell and Kellyn       
Williams joyfully cheered, “When she feels      
happy, we feel wonderful.” The girls have seen        
great social improvement with their “Little      
Cougar.” “We’ve learned to be more confident,       
assertive and strong,” they later echoed. Our last        
mentor, Arya, who works in a classroom, replied,        
“Sometimes I feel like a tutor, but it makes me          
feel satisfied when I see my mentee grow.”        
These few mentors have had divine time working        
in this mentoring program. We hope us mentors        
can change many more lives through mentoring.

 

 

 

  Robotics Club 
 

By: Anthony 

This year in robotics, we are doing a         
competition where we are trying to grab hubs and         
move then to one of the two blue zones. We are           
also trying to knock the yellow hubs off of the pegs           
at the top of the bar to get a point. At the end of the               
match, you try to park, low hang, or high hang. This           
year, the teams Boeing and Google got first place         
and the team Tesla got second! Lenovo got the         
design award!  Good luck in the next competition. 
 
 

 
The Recycling Club 

 
By: Paige 

 
Recycling is saving the world one school at a time. 
The Recycling Club at Claymont Elementary 
School is working hard to save the environment. 
The environment is a beautiful place to explore and 
love, but nature is in danger. Over 2,000 landfills 
are active in only the United States. Many 
endangered animals’ forests are being cut down for 
paper and wood. If we recycle (instead of putting it 
in the trash),  then the paper we use can get 
recycled into more paper so then we don’t have to 
cut down as many trees.  The recycling club is 
collecting the recycling bins in every classroom in 
the school. That way, when Friday comes, the 
custodians empty all the saved paper into the 
school’s big recycling bin and this saves a lot of 
trees from meeting their doom. We all should work 
hard to recycle as much as we can, and save 
whatever we can. Keep recycling! 

 
 

Newsletter Club 
 

By: Anushree and Sonja 
 

The newsletter club is made up of kids who 
have extra time because we are not in band. 
We write about what is going on.  We have 
been working hard on this newsletter! We 
review all of the things that we have done 
through the marking period, and write about it 
so that you know the fun things that are going 
on in our school! We have added a few fun 
games, comics, and facts we hope you will 
enjoy. Not only are we writing about events 
happening in our school and fun features, but 
we are also letting you know about real events 
happening outside of school. We hope you 
enjoyed the Claymont Newsflash! 
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Specials and Subjects word search 

By Zachary Pollack 

 

 

R W O S O L D Y E D B S H W T  

N E S K D S F D Z U V C T Y Z  

W Q A E W L Y G O V Q I A U K  

H Q E D Y R A R B I L E M Y T  

Y S O P I N Q R C R P N Q F Y  

C E C V N N O C T Q D C Y W L  

C I D Y S X G J P B K E R L N  

V Q S J L G C D W C K I W A A  

R Z A U Y J X L M M T O X D S  

P B G C M O U J Z I L S Z X K  

W M Z X O B M V N S I U Z G U  

G B V Y R N R G E V T Z H I V  

H G Y M E R B A Q N F T M L N  

B A M K H R O C W N D J D U O  

O L I O A C O P U H U S L N R  
 
ART 
GYM 
LIBRARY 
MATH 
MUSIC 
READING 
SCIENCE 
SEED 
WRITING 
:) 
 

Specials and Subjects ⭐⭐ By Cole Barnyak 
   

                  Down Across 

        1         
 

1. Also known as 
PE. 

4. 2 + 3 = 5, 
5 + 4 = 9, etc. 

             2     2. There are many 7. You can learn 

 3       4 5         experiments in this about economics 

    6             
 

subject. and the 
government. 

 7                
 

3. Jingle Bells, 
Jingle 

10. You can learn 

                  Bells, Jingle all the to manage small 

        8         
 

way! problems and learn 
about 

      9      10      5. You will draw in your feelings in this 

    11              this special. special. 

                  6. Reading is 11. Books like 

                  promoted here. Wonder and Harry 

                  8. You can create Potter are read 

                 
 

stories in this 
subject. 

in this subject. 

                  9. This subject  

                 
 

involves reading 
and 

 

                  writing.  

                    

                    

                    

                    

 
 

 



  

 
 
 
 
Specials And Subjects word scramble 
By Zachary Pollack 

 
1. YGM  _________  
2. OSICLA ISTDEUS  ______________  
3.TMHA  ________ 
4.DABN  ________ 
5.CERTASROH  ________ 
6.RGINWIT  ________ 
7.DRAEGIN  ________ 
8.RTA  ________ 
9.UCMIS  ________ 
10.ENCISEC  ________ 
11.ESED  ________ 
12.YABRIRL  ________ 
 
 
 

       Sudoku 
By Anthony Demare 
 
 
 

 


